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Abstract: The study of acoustic signals in aquatic animals contributes to developing new monitoring
systems based on passive acoustics and improves our knowledge of their behaviors and ecology.
Here, the sounds produced by the invasive species crayfish Cherax destructor and their possible role
in intraspecific interactions are analyzed. Synchronized acoustic and video monitoring systems
were used in a tank to record acoustic signals and associated behavioral events (tail flips, number of
encounters, number of fights) and states (velocity and distance moved, angular velocity, duration
of fighting and proximity). The crayfish were monitored in seven layouts combining males (M)
and females (F) (F, M, FF, MM, MF, MMF, FFM). Both males and females produced two types of
acoustic signals (high- and low-frequency sounds). Grouped animals produced fewer low-frequency
sounds than single animals. In a grouped layout, more sounds were recorded when animals were
in proximity (distance between two specimen less than 6 cm). In a single layout, sounds were not
associated with a specific event or behavioral state. The number of signals emitted in the FF group
and single M group were significantly higher than those in other layouts. Our study indicates
that low-frequency sounds are produced non-accidentally and provide a baseline for future tests
on intraspecific acoustic communication on this species. This study could help implement low-
cost passive acoustic monitoring able to identify this species and the possible negative effect of its
dispersion in a non-native environment.

Keywords: behavior; bioacoustics; decapods; invasive freshwater crayfish; PAM; sounds emission

1. Introduction

Today, passive acoustic monitoring (PAM) has become a widely used tool in various
studies on behavior, conservation, invasive species identification and the anthropogenic
impact of noise [1–4]. For potentially invasive species that emit sound, PAM allows for
rapid identification, large-scale monitoring and reduced response times for management.
Although visual signals are particularly used in aquatic environments, deep and murky
waters reduce visibility very quickly and can negatively affect visual communication [5,6].
However, acoustic communication has advantages related to specific species, regardless
of light conditions or transmission capacity for long distances. In fact, the production of
acoustic signals allows for very efficient communication, especially for species that inhabit
extreme or turbid habitats, making other communication systems inefficient [7].

Many species of aquatic vertebrates and invertebrates use acoustic signals in various
contexts, such as mating [8–11], agonistic activities [12,13], group cohesion and coordina-
tion [14,15], socializing [16] and spatial orientation [17]. The importance of the acoustic
environment has been revealed by several authors who evaluated the effects of noise
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pollution at biochemical and behavioral levels [18–25]. Many decapod crustaceans have
been shown to be very adept at acoustic detection and communication [11,26,27]. Some
species possess external structures are specialized in the production of sounds that generate
a screech [28–31], snap [32,33] and carapace vibrations [34]. Although many crustaceans
produce sounds, little is known of their hearing skills. A sound wave has two physical
components, the pressure variations of the medium and the vibrations of water particles.
Aquatic crustaceans are sensitive to the latter component. In crustaceans, sensory hairs
on the body surface, internal chordal organs and statocysts can be stimulated by water
vibrations [35]. Some authors [36] found that the external cuticular hairs of the Homarus
americanus are probably responsible for sound detection and in Cherax destructor the sen-
sory hairs are sensitive to water vibration frequencies [37]. The association between some
specific behaviors and acoustic emission was described in some species of decapods. For
example, in Palinuridae, tail flip movements were described to be related to the production
of sounds in anti-predatory contexts, such as during encounters with octopus and after be-
ing caught [30,38,39]. In other species, i.e., Ovalipes catharus, Neohelice granulate and Ocypode
platytarsus, the signals’ emission is related to courtship, post-mating guarding behavior and
competition [11,31,40,41]. Although many studies have been conducted on marine decapod
species, little is known about freshwater species. As of today, the acoustic production of
Procambarus clarkii, Euastacus armatus and Faxonius limosus [42] are the only ones to have
been studied. P. clarkii generates sound through the movement of the scaphognathite [43]
and tends to emit signals during intraspecific interactions [39]. E. armatus produces audible
sounds through abdominal stridulatory organs [44].

One of the most common and well-known freshwater decapods is the crayfish Cherax
destructor, commonly referred to as a ‘yabby’. This species is able to tolerate variable
physical and chemical conditions, allowing it to inhabit a wide range of aquatic habitats,
including temporary and permanent systems [45,46]. Invasive species are more tolerant
to water pollution, to the detriment of native species. Biodiversity loss is one of the
consequences of pollution in freshwater systems. Biodiversity is often used as an indicator
of water quality, but such indicators may be unreliable due to highly tolerant invasive
species [47]. Invasive species can change their behavior depending on whether they are in
their natural environment or in a new area; the invasive crayfish Pacifastacus leniusculus
is more aggressive than the same species in their natural environment [48]. The species
also adapts easily to artificial environments such as irrigation canals and reservoirs [49].
The yabby feeds on small arthropods or plants, burrowing and living alone in underwater
burrows, which it defends against intruders [45,50]. Due to its ability to tolerate suboptimal
water quality conditions, this species is considered an ideal candidate for freshwater
aquaculture. Crayfish with aquaculture potential have been the targets of translocations.
C. destructor is a crayfish native to South-Eastern Australia that has been introduced into
aquaculture in many parts of Europe, raising concerns that it may become an invasive
species and pose a threat to biodiversity [51,52]. C. destructor has colonized many areas of
Australia and Europe, particularly Spain; natural colonies were reported in central Italy in
2009 [49,53,54], but information on the species in the wild is still scarce [55]. In light of this,
it is important to study C. destructor’s behavior in order to implement effective monitoring
actions. However, despite its wide distribution, few studies have been reported on this
species and they are mostly focused on dominance behaviors [56–58]. Some authors [59]
showed that C. destructor prefers to share resources rather than fight, displaying placid
behavior in both inter- and intraspecific interactions. Sex and body mass are important
factors in determining dominance between C. destructor and the other Cherax species,
showing as larger animals tending to dominate during agonistic interactions [60]. As of
today, no studies are available about the ability to produce sounds in this species. The aim
of this work was to ascertain whether males and females of Cherax destructor emit acoustic
signals and to understand whether these signals are associated with particular behavioral
states or events.
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2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Collection and Housing of Animals

The experiment was conducted at the Department of Biological, Chemical and Phar-
maceutical Sciences and Technologies (STEBICEF) of the University of Palermo from March
to June 2021. The animals were supplied by the yabby aquaculture facility located in
Fiumefreddo di Sicilia (Eastern Sicily).

For this study, 46 adult freshwater crayfish Cherax destructor (23 males and 23 females)
aged 12 months were used. To determine the sex of each animal, the two female and
male genital openings were checked in the ventral part; the female openings are located
at the base of the third pair of legs and the male openings at the base of the fifth pair
of legs. Carapace, claw and cephalothorax lengths were 10.35 ± 1.26 cm, 5.8 ± 0.99 cm,
5.34 ± 0.84 cm (mean ± SD), respectively. The animals were singularly housed in holding
tanks (dimensions 35.6 × 23.4 × 22.8 cm) with continuous aeration O2 > 5.0 mg/L, constant
temperature of 21◦ ± 1 ◦C and under a controlled photoperiod of 12/12 h of light and dark.
They were fed daily with commercial diet (5% of body weight, Malta Cleyton, Mexico).

2.2. Experimental Setup

The study was divided into two different experimental settings: single experiments
and group experiments (see Table 1). The single experiments consisted of two experimental
layouts: 1 male (M) or 1 female (F). The group experiments consisted of five experimental
layouts: (1) 1 female plus 1 female (FF); (2) 1 male plus 1 male (MM); (3) 1 male plus
1 female (MF); (4) 2 males plus 1 female (MMF); (5) 2 females plus 1 male (FFM). The setup
and experimental conditions of the study are shown in Table 1. The experiments were
conducted from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. using two rectangular tanks of the same dimensions
(85 × 50 × 45 cm, water height 26 cm): one used for control trials (no animals in the
tank) and one used for test trials. The crayfish were not fed for 1 day before the start of
the experimental phase. For the experiments, crayfish were randomly selected from the
holding tanks and placed in the test tank (Figure 1). No shelters were present in the tanks.
After an acclimatization period of 15 min, the behavior and acoustic signals emitted were
filmed and recorded for 45 min. Animals in each setting (Table 1) were monitored for a
total of 18 h and 45 min. Each crayfish was used only for one trial.

Table 1. Layout of the experimental design and number of acoustic and video monitoring analyzed.
M = male; F = female.

Test Setting Test Layout Number of Replicas
Hours of Acoustic and

Video Monitoring,
h: min

single
M 5 3:45

F 5 3:45

group

F + F 3 2:15

M + M 3 2:15

M + F 3 2:15

M + M + F 3 2:15

F + F + M 3 2:15

total 25 18:45
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2.3. Acoustic-Video Monitoring System and Analysis

Behavior was recorded with a video camera placed on top of only the test tank. The
video acquisition system consisted of an analogue video camera (ScubaLight, Mantova,
Italy) placed in the top of the test tank (Figure 1). The camera was linked to a digital
video recorder INCH H.264 LCD DVR (NTSC/PAL video system with H.264 video com-
pression format, motion detection area 16 × 12 grid, hard disk storage accommodating 1
SATA HDD). Video files were saved in AVI format in the recorder and later exported via
USB. The acoustic system was composed of two calibrated hydrophones simultaneously
monitoring both the experimental and control tanks in order to avoid attributing external
environmental noise or internal acquisition system noise to the species under investiga-
tion (Figure 1) [7]. The two calibrated hydrophones (model 8104, Bruel & Kjaer, Naerum,
Denmark) had a sensitivity of −205.6 ± 4.0 dB re 1 V µPa in the 0.1 Hz–80 kHz frequency
band (+4 dB and −12 dB in the frequency range of 0.1 Hz to 120 kHz). The hydrophones
were connected to two synchronized channels of an analogue/digital acquisition board
(USGH416HB Avisoft Bioacoustics, Berlin, Germany, set with a preamplification of 40 dB),
managed by a dedicated software (Avisoft Recorder). The signals of both channels were
acquired at 300 k samples s-1 at 16-bit resolution. The acoustic and video systems clocks
were synchronized at every test. Moreover, to avoid any delay in time among the two
clocks, at the start and the end of every test we produced an impulsive sound using two
bars under the camera. The videos were analyzed using the software EthoVision XT 9.0
(Noldus Information Technology, Netherlands) in a semi-automated mode. The EthoVision
system is able to distinguish and follow the subjects from the background based on their
grayscale/brightness. To do this, an experimental arena needs to be set. The dimensions of
the experimental arena were calibrated by taking the actual dimensions of the pool as a
reference, using two calibration axes, one vertical and one horizontal.

Eleven behaviors (4 events and 7 states) were considered for this study:

• Behavioral events: acoustic signals, tail flips, encounters, fights;
• Behavioral states: fights’ duration, velocity of movement, distance moved, angular

velocity, proximity.

The description of all behaviors is reported in Table 2.
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Table 2. Description of the events and behavioral states of Cherax destructor measured during the
different trials. See also videos in the Supplementary Materials.

Behavior Name Behavior Description Image

Events Acoustic signal

Number of impulses per specimen per
trial (45 min). Using the first frequency
peak, sounds were divided in two
categories: high sounds with a peak
frequency higher than 20 kHz and low
sounds with a peak frequency lower
than 20 kHz.

Hight sound
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Table 2. Cont.

Behavior Name Behavior Description Image

Angular velocity (Deg/s) Change in direction of the longitudinal
axis in the unit of time.
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Walking

Yabby uses its legs to move itself to
another location. This state was
assessed only when there was a sound
emission (2 s before and 2 s after sound
emission).

Resting

Yabby maintains its position. This state
was assessed only when there was a
sound emission (2 s before and 2 s after
sound emission).

Velocity of movement, distance moved, angular velocity, proximity, walking and rest-
ing were measured by EthoVision with a temporal resolution of 2 s. Velocity of movement,
distance moved and angular velocity were then summarized/averaged using a resolution
of 120 s. Tail flips, encounters, fights and their duration were manually measured for each
trial by an expert operator viewing the videos and noted the latter. To identify and quantify
the sounds emitted by the yabby, all Waveform Audio File Format (WAV) were visualized
using the spectrograms (1024-sample Hanning window, sample rate 300 k) and oscillo-
gram (SASLab Pro 5.3.2-16 software, Avisoft Bioacoustcs, Germany) of both synchronized
channels recorded from the test and the control tank. The signals were categorized in two
groups based on their first peak of frequency (Buscaino et al., in preparation), assessed
by visual inspection of spectrogram (frequency with maximum energy) (see Table 2). The
acoustic signals were considered as behavioral events and the number of signals emitted
every 120 s was summarized and divided by the number of specimens of each replicate.
To couple sound, behavioral events and status, the behavior which was recorded in the
same time interval as the detection of a sound characterized by a high signal-to-noise ratio
was verified. Among the states, it was also verified whether the specimens were walking
or resting during sound emission and if the specimens were in proximity or not. The
proximity was considered 1 if the distance among the animals was <6 cm. The proximity
was 0 if the distance was >6 cm. This measurement was calculated based on the length of
the carapace and claws so that animals were in physical contact when the distance between
their central points was less of 6 cm. For the proximity, we considered all the trials in each
group (FF, MM, MF, FFM, MMF).
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2.4. Statistical Analysis

Using the chi-square test, it can be seen that the distribution of the data did not show
a normal distribution. Acoustic emissions, behavioral events and states, the differences
between the two sexes (males vs. females), between test settings (singles vs. group)
and the seven different layouts (M, F, FF, MM; MF; MMF; FFM) were investigated using
the Mann–Whitney U-test (for two parameters comparison) and Kruskal–Wallis test (for
multi-parameter comparisons). In the latter case, the post hoc multiple comparison test
was applied. Moreover, differences in sound emission considering proximity condition
were evaluated using the Mann–Whitney U-test. The results were considered statistically
significant at p < 0.05. All statistical analyses were performed with STATISTICA 8.0 (StatSoft
Europe, Hamburg, Germany).

3. Results
3.1. Acoustic Signals

A total of 3929 sounds were recorded during the tests and they were distinguished
in two classes, high- and low-frequency sounds (Figure 2). Specifically, we recorded
653 high-frequency sounds and 3276 low-frequency sounds (Table 3). The yabby of both
sexes produces both impulsive signals (Figure 3). Grouped animals produced fewer
low-frequency sounds than single animals (grouped animals 64.7 ± 36; single animals
109.6 ± 10 mean ± SE; Mann–Whitney U test: Z = 2.9, p < 0.001). In contrast, high-
frequency sounds were mostly emitted by grouped animals rather than single animals
(Mann–Whitney U test: Z = −5.4, p < 0.0001). Single males emitted significantly more
low-frequency sounds than single females (Mann–Whitney U test: Z = −5.06, p < 0.001;
Figure 3, Table 3). No significant differences were found in higher-frequency sounds be-
tween single males and females (Figure 3, Table 3). Comparing the low-frequency sounds
between the different layouts, the results showed that the presence of two males with a
female determined an increase of sounds emission compared to MF layout (Kruskal–Wallis
multiple comparison test: df = 6, N = 997, Z = 4.9, p < 0.0001). In the FF groups, the
specimens emitted a higher number of signals than all the other layouts (Kruskal–Wallis
multiple comparison test p < 0.05) (Table S1). Considering the high-frequency sounds, the
number of signals emitted in FFM group were significantly higher than the ones emitted
in single layouts and FF group (Kruskal–Wallis multiple comparison test p < 0.05) (see
Figure 3, Table S1).

Table 3. Total number of sounds and mean number (± standard error) per specimen and per replica
recorded for test layout typology.

Layout

High-
Frequency

Sound, Total
No.

High-Frequency
Sound per

Specimen and per
Replica

(Mean ± SE)

Low-
Frequency

Sound, Total
No.

Low-Frequency
Sound per

Specimen and per
Replica

(Mean ± SE)

Total Emission,
High- and

Low-
Frequency

Sound

Single
F 13 2.6 ± 1.24 243 48.60 ± 18.69 256

M 34 6.8 ± 5.58 806 161.2 ± 49.9 840

Group

MM 120 20 ± 4.75 249 41.5 ± 7.12 369

FF 69 11.5 ± 4.43 1066 177.66 ± 37.02 1135

MF 103 20.66 ± 6.91 169 29.16 ± 6.11 272

MMF 86 9.55 ± 3.88 518 68.4 ± 7.75 604

FFM 228 25.31 ± 9.10 225 25.10 ± 0.64 453
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Figure 2. Spectrograms of a high sound and low sound from a male. Spectrograms show frequency
(kHz) vs. time (s), with intensity in dB re 1 µPa on color scale, 1024-sample Hanning window. The
oscillogram is at the top. WAV files of these sounds are available in Supplementary Materials.

Figure 3. Number of (a) low sounds and (b) high sounds produced in different layouts per specimen
in 120 s. Showing mean ± 25th to 75th percentiles; error bars: mean ± 1.96*SE; the different letters
indicate significant differences (p < 0.05) among the experimental layouts.

3.2. Behavioral Events and States

Considering all states and event variables, only angular velocity showed significantly
higher values in males than in female animals (Mann–Whitney U test: Z = −2.2 p < 0.002)
and in grouped animals compared to single animals (Mann–Whitney U test: Z = −6.5,
p < 0.0001) (Figure 4). Comparing the behavioral states and events between the different
layouts, the results of multiple comparisons are reported in Figure 4. In particular, the group
FFM showed lower values in the distance moved (Kruskal–Wallis multiple comparison
test p < 0.05,) and higher duration of fights compared to other layouts (Kruskal–Wallis
multiple comparison test p < 0.05) (Figure 4, Table S1). The group FF showed higher values
in velocity of movement and distance moved compared to single males (Kruskal–Wallis
multiple comparison test p < 0.05; Table S1).
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3.3. Acoustic and Behavior Association

The analysis of synchronized acoustic and video data did not show any particular
behavioral event/state associated with sound emission. Individuals of both sexes in single
layout emitted signals both while walking and in a resting state, and both while moving
their claws and not. Animals in the groups emitted significantly more low-frequency
sounds (Figure 5, Mann–Whitney U test p < 0.05 Z = −4.2) and high-frequency sounds
(Figure 5, Mann–Whitney U test p < 0.05 Z = −3.8) when the distance between the individ-
uals was less than 6 cm (proximity = 1). This result is stronger if we consider that 75% of
our observations had proximity equal to 0.
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4. Discussion

This study shows that Cherax destructor produces acoustic signals of two different
types, high- and low-peak frequency impulses. C. destructor has a highly developed sense
of sight, but in the wild often lives in murky waters where the visibility is reduced very
quickly and this can adversely affect visual communication [5], necessitating the use of non-
visual techniques [50], such as chemical [62] or, likely, acoustic signals. When the crayfish
are burrowed into mud or on land, they resort to chemical communication [63], but this
may not be fully effective. As a consequence, visual and chemical communication might be
complemented with the use of acoustic signals [64]. Moreover, C. destructor emitting more
low-frequency sounds compared to high-frequency sounds could make the transmission
of any information in the aquatic environment more effective, especially considering that
sounds at lower frequency can travel for a longer distance than the higher-frequency
sounds [65]. However, in decapod crustaceans little is known about their sensitivity to
sound [26], and sound-based communication in C. destructor needs still be investigated
with further studies.

We found that the males in the single M experiments emitted more low sounds than
both the females from the single F experiments and in groups, with the exception of FF.
Even if a possible communication role of sounds in this species has yet to be proven, in
males they could serve in maintaining contact with other, not nearby conspecifics. Cherax
destructor prefers to stay close to a familiar animal by using chemical signals or visual
identification [66,67]. This hypothesis was previously proposed in lobsters [30], where their
stridulations could be seen not only as an anti-predator strategy, but also as signals to warn
conspecifics of the danger of predation or to potentially recruit other conspecifics to help
them. In females, low-frequency signals were emitted more when they were in pairs, in the
FF group. In this layout, they showed also the lowest values of encounters, fights, duration
of fights and no tail flips. Mostly studies have been focused on the agonistic activities of
males in crustaceans but females also tend to fight. It has been demonstrated that in crab
species, males tend to fight to determine male dominance in the group, while females fight
for food and shelter [68]. In C. destructor, the different behaviors of males and females was
investigated by [69], with research finding that they showed different behaviors during
social interactions: females mainly relied on body signals (unreliable signals) to resolve
disputes, as opposed to males of the same species, who preferred to opt for fighting. The
emission of acoustic signals in C. destructor could be used by females as an indirect way of
establishing dominance and avoiding injuring interaction. It has been seen how, thanks to
indirect signals exchanged between crayfish conspecifics, dominant or subordinate animals
can avoid injury by reducing the number of competitive interactions or the intensity of
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conflicts [62]. There are no external changes that indicate receptivity in Cherax females [70],
but the presence of the eggs in the weeks following the experiments indicates that they
could be receptive and suggests the role of the high number of sounds produced.

High-frequency sounds did not tend to be emitted differently depending on sex, but
were emitted more if the animals were in groups and in close proximity. These signals were
fewer compared to the low-frequency sounds and could be emitted accidently; however,
further studies could help to explain their possible role in the ecology of this species.

Considering the behavioral events in different layouts, no significant differences
were found. The duration of fights was longer in the FFM than FF groups. Moreover, in
the FFM groups, the number of encounters and fights was higher compared to in other
layouts (although there is no statistical significance, a difference could emerge by increasing
replicas). In the behavioral states, the angular velocity was higher in the grouped animals
than singles. Among crayfish, the interactions of a third crayfish have implications for
hierarchies and social behavior [71]. In this arrangement, the animals also emitted more
high-frequency sounds. In our data, the agonistic approaches were stronger if two females
and a male were present; no tail flips were performed during the fights, probably because
no clear hierarchy was formed [72].

The groups MMF did not show any particular differences compared to the other
layouts; no increase of the fights number or the duration of the fights, or in sound emissions.
These results suggest that these males did not compete for females. In contrast, in other
decapod species, previous research demonstrated an increase of agonistic interactions
when two males were in the presence of a female. For example, when the crabs Ovalipes
trimaculatus and Neohelice granulata were put into groups consisting of two males and one
female, an increase in motility parameters was observed depending on the receptivity state
of female [10,11].

The comparison among the low-sounds emission events and the synchronized behav-
ior events and states did not reveal a specific movement/mechanism of sound emission.
C. destructor sound emission probably involves structures not monitored by the camera,
such as the mouth, missiles, organs imputed for this purpose or other mechanisms. The
low sounds are emitted both when the animals are moving and when they are resting,
suggesting that the production of sounds is not, or to a reduced extent, determined by the
organs imputed to movement. In the freshwater decapod P. clarkii, sound is generated
by the movement of the scaphognathite up and down within the chamber formed by the
efferent gill channel [43]. The freshwater Euastacus armatus also produces audible sounds
through abdominal stridulatory organs [44]. In our study, the video camera on top of the
tank and the resolution of the videos was not high enough to detect a specific movement
suggesting that the sound emission should be internal or localized in the ventral part of
the body. Moreover, the sounds were emitted both when the animals were moving and
when they were resting, suggesting that the production of sounds was not determined
by the organs imputed to movement, or if it was, this was to a reduced extent. In other
decapod crustaceans such as lobsters and P. clarkii [30,39], tail flips are associated with the
production of sounds. However, in this work, no correlation was found between tail flip
events and acoustic emission.

5. Conclusions

C. destructor emits acoustic signals (about 2 sound per minutes, see Table 3). Con-
sidering animals modify their behavior in the presence of a conspecific or in response to
its signal, which can be chemical, postural, or acoustic, we could hypothesize that this
species uses these cues to communicate with conspecifics, to court, to try to keep the group
cohesive and to avoid fights. Specific studies should be carried out to test if sounds can be
used to communicate. These results, within a further study on acoustic characterization of
C. destructor sounds in the laboratory and natural environment, could help to implement
low-cost passive acoustic monitoring able to identify this species and the possible negative
effect of its dispersion in a non-native environment [73].
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